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ABSTRACT: Natural Language Processing aims at translating an input Tamil sentence into an equivalent spoke Tamil 
translation of the sentence. Natural Language processing deals with the interaction between the computers and human.  
The translation was done by universal networking language (UNL) is employed for the humanized emotional voice as 
the output. UNL language is independent it is capable of storing information about the original language from which 
the text has delivered.  Once the text has been translated with the help of the UNL formalism, the emotional voice is 
synthesized from the neutral robotic voice by modifying certain key parameters that include fundamental frequency, 
intensity, and duration. Loan words are used better pronunciation. Six recordings comprising of outputs expressing 
angry, happy and sad emotions were played and the corresponded responses were recorded. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
As UNL is language-independent, it is capable of storing information in a way that is independent of the original 
language from which the text was derived. This generic way of representation makes UNL very efficient for translation 
and so it has been employed in our project. Translation has been in existence ever since written literature started 
gaining traction. In modern times, the preponderance of literature has made it mandatory to automate the process of 
translation which would otherwise be tedious if done manually. Thus various machine translation approaches were 
developed over the past decades[3]. Communication in human languages is embedded in context and so the major 
challenge faced by machine translation involves the. Identification of the context in which words are uttered. If the 
context has been properly identified, then the translation can be accomplished accurately. Some of the major 
approaches proposed for machine translation include Rule Based, Phrase-Based, Context-Based, Example-Based and 
Hybrid approach. 
 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
 Synthesized speech can be created by concatenating part of recorded speech which is stored in a database. The mainly 
significant qualities of a speech synthesis system are naturalness and Intelligibility [1]. Naturalness expresses how 
intimately the output sounds like human speech, whereas intelligibility is the easiness with which the output is 
understood. The main function of text-to-speech (TTS) system is to convert an arbitrary text to a spoken Waveform. 
TTS is one of the major applications of NLP. TTS Synthesizer is a computer based system that should be understand 
any text clearly whether it was establish in the computer by an operator or scanned and submitted to an Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR) system. Single text-tospeech (TTS) system for Indian languages Attribution CC BY 
Susan r. Hertz a primary factor in determining the choice of synthesis strategy is the rule-writer’s linguistic convictions. 
For example, the proponents of an approach based on demisyllables claim that many of the influences of adjacent 
sounds on each other are automatically present in the demisyllable[14]. Even more challenging is handling phenomena 
that cannot easily be captured in rules Shen Zhang he proposes an approach on emotional audiovisual speech synthesis. 
Our approach primarily consists of three steps: first we take the text and the target PAD values as input, and employ 
text-to-speech (TTS) engine to generate neutral speeches. The prosodic word boundaries are automatically predicted by 
the text analysis module of TTS engine. In our TTS system, maximum entropy (ME) model is used for prosodic word 
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boundary prediction. The expression of human emotion only has gained special attention recently in both audio speech 
synthesis and talking face animation. To synthesize the dynamic facial expression in continuous speech, the speech 
acoustic features (e.g., pitch) are taken as important clues to modulate the facial expression on sentence level. 4. 
System Design and Implementation 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
A.UNL Enconverter 
The process of converting Source text to UNL Graph is called En-conversion. UNL Graph is composed of nodes called 
as Universal Words (UW) and relations between them.Also, each UW has one or more attributes attached to them.The 
output from a morphological analyzer is processed using a manually defined set of rules to form UNL expressions.The 
root word of each important word in a sentence forms a UW and the suffixes attached to these words determine the 
relations between Uws. Some words including articles, prepositions, and adjectives from attributes of these UWs.Also, 
the UWs that have to be processed together form a hyper node or a subgraph.The hypernodes are identified using 
suffixes of the Tamil words and are represented by a subtree in UNL Graph. 
 
B. UNL DeConverter 
The process of converting UNL Graph to target language text is called Deconversion. A new algorithm is developed for 
deconversion.This algorithm traverses the UNL Graph in DFS manner and adds the UWs linearly along with few 
custom defined connectors. UNL attributes prefixes are added to the UWs.These UWs are modified with SimpleNLG 
to form tense verbs if they have attributes pertaining to the senses.Then a DFS is performed on the graph to create the 
sentence from it by joining the words together connected by words representing the relations. 
 
C.Evaluation of emotional speech 
A survey was conducted to determine how well emotion was ex-pressed in the final prosodically enhanced output 
sentences. Six record-ings comprising of outputs expressing angry, happy and sad emotions were played and the 
corresponded responses were recorded. 
 

 Emotio
n 

Percentage of total responses 
 that accurately identified the emotion 

from modified voice   
   
 Anger 65% 

 
Happine
ss 57% 
   
 Sadness 81% 

Table 6.3 Survey Results on Identifying the Emotion present in Modified Voice 
 

 Emotio
n 

Average score for the identified 
emotion 

 

 given by responder  
  on a scale of 1-5  
 Anger 3.6  
 Happine

ss 
3.2  

    
 Sadness 4.1  

Table 6.4 Scores for Emotion present in the Modified Voice 
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IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
A.Matching 
The corpus is searched for a sequence of words in the source text and if there is a match, its score is incremented. i.e, 
greater the number of matches of the source text, greater will be its score. Those word sequences that have a score 
lesser than some threshold value are discarded from the corpus. 
 
B.Transfer 
Once the word sequence has been identified, the corresponding sequence is extracted from the target language. The 
total score is to be calculated as: 
  Total = Translation Score Match Score 
 
C.Recombination 
All translated word sequences are concatenated and the best N possibilities of recombinations which give the entire 
translated sentence are chosen.Y. Choueka Bar, et al discuss the application of the example-based approach for Arabic 
to English translation[9]. But this approach has few drawbacks as it gives way for many exceptions to arise, for which 
new rules need to be formulated.Also, according to Yves Lepage, et al., pure example based approach is feasible only 
by adopting proportional analogy. 
 

V.NIST 
 
The NIST 2005 Machine Translation Evaluation (MT-05) was part of an ongoing series of evaluations of human 
language translation technology.BLEU measures translation accuracy according to the N-grams or sequence of N-
words that it shares with one or more high-quality reference translations. But it might be better to weigh more heavily 
those N-grams that are more informative – i.e., to weigh more heavily those N-grams that occur less frequently, 
according to their information value. This helps to combat possible gaming of the scoring algorithm since those N-
grams that are most likely to (co-)occur would add less to the score than less likely N-grams[24].   
In f o (w1:::wn) = log2 the # occurrences o f w1:::wn  1  (6.4) 
n=1 >å (1) > { [ Lre f  ] } 
N 8 å In f o (w1 : : : wn) 9 exp Lsys  
Score = å  all w1 :::wn that co  occur b log2 min ; 1  
> 1n > : occur in sys out put ;       
< all w :::w that co   (6.5)    
where 
b is chosen to make the brevity penalty factor = 0.5 when the no of words in the system output is 23 rds of the average 
no of words in the reference translation 
N = 5 
Lre f = the average number of words in a reference translation averaged over all reference translations 
Lsys = the number of words in the translation being scored. 
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The NIST score comparison of our System to that of the Google translator is shown in Figure 6.2. 
 

VI. METEOR 
 
METEOR stands for Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering.It is based on the harmonic mean of 
unigram precision and recall, with recall weighted higher than precision. It also has several features that are not found 
in other metrics, such as stemming and synonym matching, along with the standard exact word matching. The metric 
was designed to fix some of the problems found in the more popular BLEU metric, and also produce the good 
correlation with human judgment at the sentence or segment level.It involves alignment of the reference text with the 
translated text.The score is computed as 
M = Fmean(1   p) (6.6) 
where M denotes the score and p denotes the penalty computer as 
p = 0:5 C (6.7) 
um3  
where c is a number of chunks of data, um is the number of unigrams that have been mapped.The METEOR score 
comparison of our System to that of the Google translator is shown in Figure 6.3. Fluency is a measure of the 
grammatical correctness of the sentence.Adequacy, on the other hand, determines the degree of information conveyed 
by the translated text.Both measures are to be evaluated manually through a survey. The text translated by our system 
along with Google translation of the same text and the source text is given to a group of people who knew both the 
languages.The responses are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3 METEOR scores: Our system vs Google translator 
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Figure 6.5 Adequacy scores: Our system vs Google translator 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.4 Fluency scores: Our system vs Google translator 
 

VII. FUTURE WORK 
 
By increasing the word count in our Wordnet and also adding more domain information to the existing words, better 
accuracy could be achieved.Also, implementing Named Entity Recognition would aid in better POS Tagging.Few more 
POS Tags have to be added and corresponding rules need to be changed. Wordnet has to be improved with more words 
and word domain information needs to be incorporated for each word.Based on the prototype for these three emotions, 
a lot more emotions can be handled. This system is scalable with these improvements and can play a vital role in the 
field of Natural Language Processing. 
 

VIII.CONCLUSION 
 
This system translates Tamil text to Tamil voice with emotions .In the case of a morphologically rich language such as 
Tamil, the use of an interlingua is better for translation.A custom built morphologically analyzer is used to extract 
noun, intense and gender from the Tamil text. A POS Tagger was also created to classify the winter noun, verb, object, 
adverb, and adjective. Based on the POS tags and morphological structures rules are devised to convert the Tamil text 
to UNL with an enconverter.A Decon-inverter, with a newly developed algorithm, builds a simple Tamil voice from the 
UNL text with the help of Simple NLG.Then the emotion in the sentence is identified from the UNL and based on the 
identified emotion, the TTS output for the translated English text is modified to incorporate prosody on it. The results 
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of the evaluation showed that UNL is indeed efficient in translation.We have successfully added three emotions 
(sadness, happiness, and anger) to the machine voice.  
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